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Intention & Surrender :
The Art of “Keeping

an Eye on Yourself”
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ਣཚքΔݺଚڶԫॺۯൄ
ټڶऱԳڇຍ㠪ፖݺଚ։
ࠆΔ৻הᏖൕԫଡรזऱ塄ׄ
ԳΔ᠏᧢ګԫଡైଇᆠृΖ
הऱڗټਢIpxbse! MznboΖࠌה
᠏᧢່ՕऱڂΔਢהऱ౩
९ԱԫଡᒆΔۖ࣠ڕၲԸ֊ೈ߷
ଡᒆΔۍڶᆄ։հԫऱᖲᄎΔ
ה౨۩೯۞ڕΔܡঞהലةլ
౨٦۩ޡΖ
הڇၲԸאছ߷ԫඡՂΔ
ה࿇ԱԫଡᣋΖ༉ਢא৵լጥה
ਢլਢ݄ڇᔚཡՂΔࢨृਢၲԸ
פګΔהᏁٻװ٤ऱԳᇞ
ᤩΔݺ࣠ڕଚᤉᥛଇאش֏ז
ՠᐗ塄ֱׄࠎ༼ࢬڤऱۚΔലࠌ
ԳᣊᄰՋΖࢬאᅝ֫האפګ
৵Δ່אהᆖᛎऱֱࠩڤ٤
ٺଡֱچᝑהऱ࢚Δڶழ۟
࣍ጕܑڇԳ୮ऱࣨچՂΙהൕլ
ᦫ֟ڍڶڇฒΔڂڶהൎ௺
ऱᣋඨࠐႚᐾהऱಛஒΖຍהڻ
ࠐԱא৵ΔᦫݺԱהऱዝᝑΔྥ
৵ՈԱ֏הԱڣழၴ፹܂ऱ

ሽᐙΔՈᇿהᓫመΔݺऱה
ऱոსტ೯Ζ
הڇऱዝᝑխΔהᓫࠩ۞աൎ
௺ऱტ࠹ழᎅΚψݺᒔ֊چઌॾՕ
ڍᑇऱભഏԳຟᄎݺڇऱسڶհڣ
ګైଇृΖ܀ਢݺլ౨ᒔࡳהଚ
ਢܡ౨ڇຍᄕૻڶऱழၴփה᧢ޏ
ଚऱ堬ଇࢤΔ֗ঁאழਓඑ۞ա
ፖچऱࡎسΖω
Mznboऱਚࠃࠌݺუದࠐۯڶऄ
ஃᝑመऱԫଡਚࠃΖՕᄗڇԫڍۍ
אڣছΔړቝڇխഏ՞ࣟઊԫଡڝ
ᐔ㠪૿ΔڶԫଡڇᐔՂᚥڦऱԳΔ
ڇהԿ֚հছ༉वሐ۞աߨԱΖ
ࢬٻאᐔ㠪ᓮԱԲְۍऱ־ΔՈ
ᓮԱהऱԫࠄ֖ࣛᚥ࢚ܗהΖהऱ
֖ࣛ༉ᓮהఎՀ່৵༓ᇩה
ଚΔהᎅψݺਢԫଡཏຏؚՠऱ
ԳΔՈլᢝڗΔՈڶչᏖࣟ۫ױ
אᎅऱΖω༉݄ڇ־Ղᤉᥛؚ݄
ᄷໂߨΖױਢאߨהڇছΔડྥ്
ၲณᅪΔᇿהऱ֖ࣛᎅψ౨ᎅլ౨
Δլਢటཕᐝωྥ৵༉ߨԱΖ
Mznboਢԫଡਝ౨ᎅՈ౨
ऱԳΖᅝྥΔᓫࠩᨃ٤ભഏޢ
ԫଡԳຟה᧢ޏଚऱ堬ଇክΔ
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ast Saturday we had a very
distinguished
guest
speaker,
Howard Lyman, who talked about his
journey from a fourth generation cattle
rancher to a vegan. A key reason for his
transition was the wake up call from
a tumor in his spine which had a one
in a million chance of being corrected
through surgery and enabling him to
walk again.
The evening before his surgery,
he made a vow that whether he could
walk or in a wheelchair, he would go
on to talk about the destruction that
modern factory farming and meat
eating causes to human beings. After
he recovered, he began to fulfill his
vow by giving thousands of speeches,
sleeping on the floors many times in
other people’s homes. And he continues
today. Listening to two of his speeches,
watching a documentary he spent four
years to produce, and talking to him,
I was deeply touched by his humanity
of being willing to talk to any group
regardless of the size, and his passion
in spreading the message.
He made a strong statement
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ൕైپࠩۚپΔਢৰլ୲࣐Ζࠏ
ڕΔᅝהటװנإႚಬהऱཕ
ᐝΔࠩ٤ഏװچٺዝᝑऱழଢΔ
ڇຍଡᆖᛎ᠙ᢸᒵՂΔࢬڶլٵ
ऱԺၦຟࠐ֘ኙהΔڂࢬהᝑ
ऱᇩౡࠩהଚऱسૠΖڂה
ڇPqisb! XjogsfzऱሽီᆏؾՂ
ᓫࠩຍࠄᇩᠲழΔPqisbᎅΚψݺ
٦ՈլپዧԱΖωࢬאᐚڠऱ
塄ׄ࠰ᄎ༉הܫΔٵழՈܫPqisb!
XjogsfzΖ
הଚڇऄ৳िᥚ㠪૿Δԫऴؚ
ԱքڣΙڕᙁൾຍଡࡴΔה
ᄎ؈ڶࢬװऱತขΖࢬא౨ᎅԾ
౨ΔਢᏁԫଡৰՕऱটΖ
ڂڶהটΔࢬהא౨լԫ
֊Δץਔჾ؈ൾڶࢬהऱತขΔ
ՈؘႊᨃޢԫଡԳᦫࠩటઌΖ
Ղ૿ຍଡਚࠃٵழՈݺחუ
ࠩΔڇ٤߫۩۞ᤁխ່ڶ
ټऱԳMbodf! BsntuspohΔڇה
ऄഏऱᤁΔՕᄗਢࢬڶሎ೯ᤁ
㠪૿່ᖿ௺ऱΔڂהڇԫ
ଡִհփᠻࠟՏڍେΔᆖመ
՞ᇿ֚ऱ᧭ەΖױਢΔהຑᤢ
ԮڻΔᖵՂൕࠐڶԳࠩ
መΖהڇףຍࠄᤁאছΔ
բ൛ԱԫጟৰլؓՅऱᛮΔ
ឩཋהڇऱષ㠪Εॄ㠪Εᆰ
㠪ΔഗءՂ᠔سᎁהլױ౨
֜ՆԱΖױਢΔהऱ֜֜वሐה
ॺൄॺൄუᠻᆬᔏ߫Δࢬڔא
༉הނऱᆬᔏ߫ڇఐݩছ૿Δ
֚ޢהᙌࠐ༉ࠩᆬᔏ߫Ι
ڂࠩᆬᔏ߫Δה༉უ༚
ൈࠐᠻΖࢬאቝ࡛᠌ԫΔה
༚ൈԱΖឈྥה٤֚ޢڣຟ
ಝᒭՕᄗԶଡ՛ழΔױਢΔ
ה౨ܑࠩԳࢬլ౨ࠩऱຍጟ
ܓΔլႛਢהऱߪ᧯ᇿᆰऱ
ಝᒭΔۖటإਢࠐ۞הփ֨᠏
֏Ζ༉ቝڇהছնڻগ૨ऱழ
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ଢΔรԲټຟਢԫଡᐚഏԳΖڇ
3113ֺڣऱழଢΔຍଡᐚഏԳ
լ՛֨ൾࠩሁᢰԫଡ՛ᄮ㠪૿Ζ
BsntuspohೖՀࠐΔהऱኙ֫
ൕሁᢰದࠐא৵Δה٦ᇿኙ֫ᤉ
ᥛֺΖBsntuspohᄎګԫז
֫ਢڂהኙփ֨ݙᖞऱಳޣ
࣍؆ګڇ༉Δਢԫଡةլೖַ
ڇϘᢰᒴϙՂऱቼΖMznboፖ
Bsntuspohຟਢಳ࠱ޣ။ᄕړऱ
ġFৱᥛ
ࠏΖ

last Saturday here in that “it is not
a question in his mind that most
Americans will become vegetarians
during his lifetime, but whether they
will change their diet in time to save
themselves and the planet earth. ”
The story of Lyman reminds me
of a story related by DM Jin Quan.
About 100 years ago, an ordinary
person who helped out in a monastery
recognized his time of death three days
before it occurred. He requested 200
catties of wood from the monastery
and invited some of his colleagues to
help recite the Buddha’s name to send
him off. His friends wanted him to
leave some last words for them. He
said simply that he was a very ordinary
person and not a person of words or
literature. However, just prior to his
departure, he opened his eyes and told
his friends: “Talking without doing is
not real wisdom,” and then he died.
Howard Lyman is both a talker
and a doer. While it is not easy to talk
about the grand vision of changing
Americans’ diet in his lifetime, it is
altogether a different matter when he
began to preach the message all over
the country as all kinds of forces in the
economic chain came out and opposed
him. For example, he had to fight a

legal battle with the Texas Cattlemen’s
Association which sued him, along
with Oprah Winfrey, for six years. He
would have lost everything he owned
if he lost the legal battle. Walking the
talk takes a great deal of courage. That
courage allowed him to let go of the
consequence of the legal battle because
he was determined to let everyone hear
his message.
His story also reminds me of
the story of cycling legend Lance
Armstrong, winner of the Tour de
France, the most taxing event in
bicycling, 2,000 miles including some
of the toughest terrains in a month—
an unprecedented 7 times in a row. But
before he did that, he was diagnosed
with testicular cancer, which had
already spread to his stomach, lungs,
and brain. While doctors offered little
hope of recovery, Armstrong’s wife
knew better. She hung his bicycle
in front of his bed so he could see it
every waking moment. Armstrong
miraculously recovered, driven by
the sheer will to ride again. While
Armstrong undoubtedly trains hard,
four to eight hours a day in rugged
conditions much of the year, his mastery
comes not primarily from his physical
stamina and mental discipline, but
from his heart. For instance, when one
of his major competitors, Jan Ullrich,
lost control of his bike and slid 20 feet
down into a roadside ravine during
one stage of the 2002 Tour, Armstrong
simply waited until Ullrich was back
on his bike before proceeding. What
defines Armstrong as a master in a
field of many winners is his pursuit
of inner perfection rather than outer
achievement, a never-ending pursuit
of being on “the edge”. Lyman and
Armstrong are the finest examples of
excellence!
FTo be continued

